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"Matematik Asas" For Higher Education Abstract 
ABSTRACT 
This report was based on the final year project, as a partial requirement for the degree of 
Computer Science. The title of this project is "Matematik Asas' For Higher Education. 
This report contains three chapters, which are introduction of this project, literature 
review and methodology. · 
"Matematik Asas" For Higher Education is a project to create an educational package for 
student aged 17 and above. The primary objective of this project is to build up interesting 
educational software to give lesson to students especiall in university on Mathematics 
Asas. 
This project will mainly focus on multim dia interface to k ep attenti n fr m tudcnts in 
learning this subject and ways to enhance curr nt teaching pr bl m . With thi de slop cd 
package, students could have alternative ways to learn mathematic and thus impr e 
their performance in the cours . 
This report will describe the system that will be develop review on whatever had been 
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CHAPTERl 
INTRODUCTION 
The twenty-first century is an era of information technology with computer technology 
being the integral component Multimedia courseware will be a major component of 
learning in the information age. 
The traditional instructional delivery system in today's education is unable to meet the 
rapid change in the education environment. The govemm nt vision is to revolutionize our 
country's education system by introducing information t chn logy components in U1 
learning environment. For example, intr ducing mart h ol 
applications in the Multimedia uper orridor (M 
f the flag hi 
1.1 Project Definition 
The "Matematik Asas" for Higher Education (MA i an n-line AL package that 
can fully manipulate the ad antag of a multirn ia pr ent ti n t upp rt the l arning 
process of student undergraduate in university. The aim of this software is to educate 
student undergraduate learn Mathematics in few alternative ways. 
Multimedia t chnology is u ed a platform to create this educational software. 
Multimedia wa cho en b cau .e it pr vides an environment for interactive learning 
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interest of student undergraduate as well as promote effective learning. Moreover, 
multimedia is suitable for learning through discovery and exploration. 
This software will in-directly contribute to the vision mention above, as by making 
student undergraduate familiar to the computer teaching material. They will better 
prepared for this revolution in the education system. 
The benefits of computer aided-learning are numerous. Computers have the potential to 
reduce the learning difficulties as well as accelerate the learning process. Computer 
aided-learning has shown that student undergraduate ha e better under tanding, more 
control and enjoyment while learning. hese are the best ben fit that they ould learn at 
their own pace. 
1.2 Project Objective 
Basically this multimedia software will mainly emph ized n mart mathematics for 
higher education. The primary objecti of thi pr d t i t reviex the curr nt 
educational ways to find approaches to enhance the entire way to a more efficient system 
with the implementation of computer. 
The econd bjective is to design and develop attractive user-friendly interface for 
learning. Thus the u ers will have more understanding on their studies. Besides, this will 
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In addition, the objective of this project is to keep the teaching material with latest 
technologies because the software will employs Graphical User Interface (GUI) and 
Object Oriented technology. 
The last objective of this project is to help the users to keep track in their study 
performance in a more systematic manner. 
Summary of objectives: 
1. To enhance current educational ways 
11. To develop attractive user-friendly interface for learning 
111. To keep the teaching material with lat t techn logies 
iv. To help the users to keep track in their study p rf rmance 
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1.3 Project Scope 
This multimedia package will focus on student undergraduate in the range of 17 years old 
and above. The scope of this software will consist of: 
1. Creating a learning module for chapter that consists of complex number, 
percentage. types of numbers etc. Besides, example of question with ans ver, tips 
on study and important points will be included. 
2. Tutorial and test that will evaluate the students understanding of the material 
studies using the computer because each question will be come along with answer 
and also the correct way to do. 
3. Besides, the software will have an overall iew to brief u er on o irall chapters 
and tutorials. This will gi ea preview to the user about the ntent Ii t f figure 
tables, formulas and theorems. 
4. In addition, an analysis of past years que rion will b add d int thi softw r . 
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1.4 Project Module 
1. Registration Entry 
Objective: This module allows user to register before using this software. 
Sub modules: 
i. User's details 
• e.g. name, nickname, age, education level, login identity, password etc. 
11. Login identity 
• for existing users, they can login using their own password. 
in. Previous records or last performance 
• show the last records for existing user. 
2. Overview 
Objective: This module briefs user on overall chapters and tut rials. Thi will give a 
preview to the user. 
Sub modules: 
i. Content 
• show all the chapters and tutorials with details. 
11. List of figures and tab! 
• show a list of figures and tables. 
iii. List of formulas or theorems 
• show a list of formulas and theorems . 
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3. Courses 
Objective: This is the main part of the system where all the chapters in subject 
"Calculus" will be covered in an interesting way. 
Sub modules: 
J. Chapters include all theorem and formula. 
11. Example of questions with answer. 
iii. Tips on study. 
iv. T mportant point. 
v. Favorite ask question (FAQ) 
• optional. 
4. Tutorials 
Objective: This module will include all tutorials; each hapter will ha cone tut rial. 
Sub modules: 
1. Questions and answer and also the correct way to do. 
u. Comment. 
iii. Marks and record. 
iv. No time consuming. 
S. Tests 
Objective: This module will have those past year paper and analysis question from 
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1. Few tests where each test will cover 2-4 chapters depend on how many scopes in 
that particular chapter. 
11. Marks and record. 
iii. Time consuming. 
1 .. 5 ExpectatiQn Output 
After research and review on current teaching style (will be explain in the following 
chapter), in conjunction to enhance the current system this project will have the 
following expectation outcome. 
This software output include: 
• Interface that include multimedia or animation application. 
• A database that store user performance, 
• User could select any chapter from menu. 
• Answer and explanation will b gi en for te t and tut rial. 
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1.6 Limitation and Constrain 
Due to time limitation and wide range of coverage, this project will have a limitation. 
• This project will only include main chapter of the "Matematik Asas" but not all 
'chapters. 
1. 7 Data Flow 
l\A.ain Menu Exist~User 
New User 
' . •• 
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When a user or here called student enters the web site, he or she may either an existing or 
new user. For existing user, he may already had previous information, thus he could log 
in as existing user and choose courses. For a new user, he or she may need to register 
first, where a small database will store the information and their performance. Then the 
flow will move to whether the user need to have overview on all the courses or only 
interested to pick up a lesson. 
An emphasis here is student may no need to follow exactly the sequence of the course but 
could choose whatever lesson they may need or want 10 study. To make sure that students 
will have more understanding to a particular chapter, tutorial will be included after every 
chapter. Besides, after few chapters, there will be a mall te t. inal test paper will al 
in the packages where there may not only a et f te t but a few. In thcr w rd , the final 
test will include the past year questions as we know tudent more likel want t kn w 
how past year questions sound. 
To make the packages more interesting, the packs " will in lu v " to motivate 
tudent , an example her is there will b a Jumn to I t all th u ers n ti v h are the 
top tudents (academic achievement) in the week or ho are those students who visited 
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1.8 Project Scheduling 
Figure 1.2 in the following page is the project schedule for the whole project included 
phase I and phase II. The first phase of the project was completed in approximately one 
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CHAPTER2 
LITERATURE REVIEW 
2.1 The Use of Computer in Teaching and Learning 
2.l .l Learning Categories 
The five categories of learning are Attitude, Motor Skill, Cognitive Strategies, Verbal 
Information and Intellectual Skill. This package will make use of the three of these 
categories, which are Attitude, Cognitive Strategies and Intellectual Skill. The table 
below shows the computer teaching involvement in the different kinds of teaching. 
Kind of Leaming 'The student will' 
(behavioral action 
omputer's Teaching involvement 
Attitude Choose something to do. 
Motor Skill Move finger, body parts. 
Indite t, rather than dire t, For 
example, a mathematic· tame drill 
and practice pro iram trie to make 
practice njoyahle and omethin 1 
th student would ch to do. 
tudent learn 
t u c th mou e and keyboard. 
Cognitive Strategies fficiently or incisi ely do 
one of the other categorie 
of learning. 
Potential for use in creative 
problem solving, inventing a design 
or work of art or music, or devising 
a plan for searching a database. 
Verbal Information State, de crib list, name. Very heavily used; drill, practice 
and tutorials. 
Intellectual Skill iscriminate, identify, 
- 12 
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classify, demonstrate, practice, simulations and problem- 
generate. solving programs. 
Table 2.1 Five Categories of Learning 
2.1.2 The Ways Learning Using Computer 
There are a number of ways in which computers are being used in the educational 
process. These range from applications in which the computer supplements or replaces 
the teacher to those in which it is introduced into the student's learning environment as an 
additional resource or tool. Some of the more widely accepted uses are as follows: 
1. Drill and Practice Method 
Drill and practice programs take advantage of the comput r endless patience and 
ability to provide immediate feedback and reinf rcernent, which can tail r ·d 1 a 
student individual needs. Drill and practice programs pr vide a ari ty of que tion 
with varied formats. The programs are structured to in ari u 
much as possible, a non-threatening learning situation for students. 
Several levels of difficulty can be availabl v 'thin th run drill nod pm rice 
t pr vid a 
program. Positive and n gati e feedback as w II as reinf ment can be included. 
It is also possible to automatically record student s perfonnances and to make this 
data available to the student. This package will make use of practice and drills. 
2. TutorinJ Meth d 
Jn the luf rial role, the computer ae a the teacher. All interactions are between the 
c mputer and the lecturer. In thi meth d, information is pre ented in small units 
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followed by a question. The computer (compared with responses plugged in by the 
author) analyzes the student's response and appropriate feedback is given. A 
complicated network of pathways or branch can be programmed. The more 
alternative available to the computer, the more adaptive the tutorial can be to 
individual difference. Thus the computer can achieve teaching flexibility by 
providing immediate, real-time instructional decision based on the student's last 
response or upon an evaluation of his or her past r sponse. 
3. Instructional Gaming Method 
Instructional Gaming Method is classified as a game because it employs a definite 
set of rules and strategy for winning. Instructional game appeal to a tudent n e 
of play in meeting educational goal . They addrc kill but als 
provide situation in which problem-solving kill mu t b utilized t win. 1 he 
power of the computer allows most games to be more comple than n n-comput r 
games, resulting in the teaching of multiple skills and th one pt in a wa that the 
learner enjoys. 
4. irnulation Method 
Simulation approach is deductive in the sense that the student is involved in 
investigating the model of situation by systematically altering values of the 
parameters. ln this method, the learner confronts an approximation of a real-life 
situation. It ullow reali tic practice without the expense or risk otherwise involved 
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their own previous knowledge of the topic to enable them to plan a series of 
investigations on the simulated environment and to respond and draw conclusions 
from output. 
5. Discovery Method 
Discovery is a general term to describe activities using an inductive approach to 
learning; that is, presenting problems that the student solves through trial and error 
or systematic approaches. Using the Discovery method in Computer-Based 
Instruction Learning lets the learner employs an information retrieval strategy to get 
information from a database. 
6. Problem Solving Method 
In the case of problem solving, the student is obliged to interpret a problem and 
express a solution as an algorithm in the form fa computer gram th purpose 
of which is to test the validity of the algorithm. The point of this acti it i for the 
student to develop problem-solving skills su h a : 
• tarting with a simple specific 
• xploring the nature f errors 
• Attempting to generalize 
• ffccts to gain further insight into the problem 
• L ·aming that ther are frequently a number 
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At the present time computers are probably most widely used in support of this 
problem solving activity. 
Table 2.2: Utilization of various CAL methods shows a summary of all the methods of 
learning, with their description as weJl as the roles of the computer and the students in 
these methods. 
Role of Computer Methods Description Role of Student 
Drill and 
Practice Reviews basic facts student response. 
Content already taught. Ask questions "evaluate" Practice content 
and terminology. Provide immediate 
Variety of questions in feedback. 
varied formats. Records tudent progre s. 
Tutorial Presentation of new Present information. 
information. Ask questions. 
Teaches concepts and Monitor responses. 
principles. Provide remedial 
Provides remedial feedback. 
instruction. Keep records 
Acts as competitor judge Learn facts strategi s 
Drill-and-practice in a and coreke per. and skill. 
motivational format. Evaluate choices. 






Int xacts with 
c mputer. 
ee ult. 
Ans' r qu st ions 
Ask que ti n '. 
imulation Approximate real-life Play roles. 
ituations. 
B ed upon realistic 
mod ·Is. 
eliver r sults of 
decisions. 
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Discovery Inquiry into database. Presents student with Makes hypotheses. 
Inductive approach. source of information. Test guesses. 
Trial and error. Stores data. Develop principles or 
Tests hypotheses. Permits search rules. 
procedures, 
Problem Define problems. Present problems. Defines the problem. 
Solving State hypothesis. Manipulate data. Set up the solution. 
Examine data. Maintains database. Manipulate variables. 
Generate solution. Provides feedback. Trial and error. 
Table 2.2 Utilization of Various CAL Methods 
2.1.3 Rationale Using Computer in Education 
1. Individualization of Instructions 
Many educators believe the more individualized the tea hing, th great ·r th 
learning. Based on the premise that better learning occurs if student is taught 
individually to achieve to the extent of his ability at his own pa e, h tailored 
program to his interest, abilities and learning rate. Through learning opti t and a 
continuing process of self-assessment the stud nt i en urag t b me lf .. 
directed and self-initiating learner. 
2. ontribution f Learning Mastery 
The learner may test himself after each learning activity. In competition only with 
himself the learner can evaluate his performance, and if not satisfactory may return 
to the lcarninu stage and explore another set of materials. A per-test, administered 
before the program b gun, will help determine the entering level of knowledge. The 
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computer can use a student's history of learning successes and failures as a basis for 
selecting new problems for leaning. As the computer selects alternative learning 
paths of varying difficulty, the progress of the student is monitored. 
3. Computers Provide more Quality Material and is Available to more People 
A wide range of materials to accommodate different styles, motivations, sensory 
preferences and capabilities can be made available to large number of learner. The 
Internet places extensive libraries of instructional programs at the fingertips of 
users. 
4. Computers use Emphasis on Analysis 
The use of computer sensitizes the learner to th need ti r self-as e sment, providing 
him with information about his progress and failur . Heb come rn 1 elf-aware 
more constructively self-conscious and able to analyze his need 
5. Computers Provide a Mean of Educational Reforms 
The traditional method of instruction threats every tu nt in the classroom; 
regardless of ducational level i exposed to the same educational experience. The 
use of computers provides an alternative structure of education. An educational 
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2.1.4 The Benefits of Using Computers 
Specific advantages of computer usage in Computer-Based Instruction Leaming are: 
> Simply allowing students to learn at their own pace produces significant 
timesaving over conventional classroom instructions. Computer-Based Instruction 
Leaming allows students some control over the rate and sequence of their 
learning. 
> High-speed personalized response to learner actions yields a high rate of 
reinforcement. 
) The patient, personalized manner that can be programmed provides a more 
positive afflictive climate especially f r slower learn r. Mi t k whi h arc 
inevitable are not exposed to peers and therefore are not embarras ing. 
) Computer-Based Instruction Leaming is effecti e as special n 
accommodated and instruction proceeds at an appropriate 
an be 
>- Color, music and animated graphic can add r alism and appeal. 
The record keeping ability of the computer makes individualized instruction 
feasible. Individual prescriptions can be prepared for all students and their 
progress can be monitored 
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)' Computers can provide coverage of a growing knowledge base. They can manage 
information of all types such a graphic, text, audio and video. The learning 
experience can utilize a variety of instructional methods. More information is put 
easily at the instructor's disposal. 
> The computer provides reliable and consistent instruction from learner to learner 
regardless of time of day and the location. 
)' Computer-Based Instruction Leaming can improve efficiency and effectiveness. 
Effectiveness refers to improved learner achievement whereas efficiency means 
achievement objectives in less time or at lower cost. 
Computer forces the learner to communicate with it in an ord rly and logical way. 
> Computer users learn using the muse r typing skills. 
In summary, the advantages of computer-based learning program i that it provides 
immediate feedback, simpler individualizati n of in tructions increases social-problem 
solving skill and increases the time spent on learning task 
ln addition, they can enhance prescbooler's self-esteem, motivate these children, as well 
a allow tho preschooler s paren or educators to evaluate their progress. Further more, it 
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substantial saving of learning time with the use of computer-based learning programs 
compared to the traditional method of instructions. 
2.2 Multimedia Usage in Creating the Application Package 
The term "MULTIMEDIA" is a combination of two words. "MULTf' which means 
much, many or more thar. one. "MEDIA" is digital data, sound, video, graphic and 
image. "MULTIMEDIA" means the combination of digital data, sound, video, graphic 
and image to present information on a computer. Multimedia usage is simply using a 
variety of media, might they be visual or auditory with the intent of communicati n. 
Multimedia production has become more accessible today with the h Ip of inexpen ive, 
powerful personal computers and may easy-to-use authoring languag s. 
Smart Mathematics for High Education falls in the category of interacti e multimedia 
applications. This area of interactive application provides he application to a spe ifio us r 
as a function of response was developed using interactive, graphical appli tion. 
Multimedia is any combination of text, graphic art, sound, animation and video with links 
and tools that let the user navigate, interact, crate and communicate. When a person 
weave together the sensual elements of multimedia such as dazzling pictures and 
animation engaging sounds and compelling video clips and raw textual information, it 
can oJccldfy the thought and action centers of people's mind Multimedia excites the 
eyes, car , fingertip and m st important the head . 
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2.3 Multimedia Building Block 
./ Sound 
Sound combined in multimedia software provides information and enhances the 
other media being presented. There are three sound file formats that are widely 
used: wave (.WA V), sound (.SND), and midi (.MID) files. The first two file 
formats are formats used to record voice and sound effects. The third audio type is 
midi (music instrument digital interface) and is used to create digital sound form 
midi-compatible instruments . 
./ Image 
Most often used to enhance the appearance of a multimedia presentation or to add 
important information. Imag com in a vari ty f rm t : mpr ed r 
uncompressed, bitmapped or vector, color of gray-scale. In general multimedia 
application work with bitmapped images a opposed to ve t r ima e . itmapped 
images are pixel-by-pixel repres ntation of imag , wheres vector images are 
composed of may, independently drawn objects composin an ima . Th mo t 
common image file types are Window bitmaps .BMP, de ice independent 
bitmap (.DIB), PC Paintbrush (.PCX) TrueVision .TGA), CompuserveGIF 
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./ Animation 
There are two main types of animation used in multimedia applications. The first 
type of animation is the simple movement of objects on the screen, generally 
through linear translation. The creation is time consuming, very technical and 
artistry is involved. The third-party software used to create sophisticated 
animation is often expensive and used as exclusive tools without relationship to 
multimedia. The most common animation file formats are AutoDesk Studio and 
Animator (.FLI, .FLC) and Macromed.ia Director (.MMM) files . 
./ Video 
The embedding of video in multimedia applications is a powerful way to convey 
information, which can be, incorporated a p rsonal element which th r media 
Jack. Compression techniques are used with digital video and a r sult re elution is 
compromised. Storage of video files requires a comparatively hug amount of 
hard disk space. High-speed processors can play full-screen video where as 
slower computers, the play back in a window about one-quart r the size f er en . 
./ Text 
Multimedia uses text. as it is an effective way to communicate ideas and provide 
instruction to users. Text is basically used for tittles and headlines, menus, 
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2.4 Computer System Design 
2.4.1 Introduction 
Designing a computer system is very different from designing an algorithm: 
• The external interface (that is, the requirement) is less precisely defined, more 
complex, and more subject to change. 
• The system has much more internal structure, and hence many internal interfaces. 
• The measure of success is much less clear. 
The designer usually finds himself floundering in a sea of possibilities, unclear about how 
one choice will limit his freedom to make other choices, or affect the size and 
performance of the entire system. There probably isn't a 'best' way to build the sy tern, 
or even any major part of it· much more important i to avoid choosing a terrible way, 
and to have clear division of responsibilities among the parts. 
Hints for computer system design are illustrated by a number of examples. They range 
from hardware such as the Ethernet local area network and th Alt and rado pc 
computers, through operating systems such as the sds 940 and the Alto perating system 
and programming systems such as Lisp and M sa., to application programs such as the 
ravo editor and the Star office system and network servers such as the Dover printer and 
the Grapevine mail system. There are references for nearly all the specific examples but 
for only a few of the ideas; many of these are part of the folklore, and it would take a lot 
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2.4.2 Functionality 
The most important hints, and the vaguest, have 'to do with obtaining the right 
functionality from a system, that is, with getting it to do the things you want it to do. 
Most of these hints depend on the notion of an interface that separates an implementation 
of some abstraction from the clients who use the abstraction. The interface between two 
programs consists of the set of assumptions that each programmer needs to make about 
the other program in order to demonstrate the correctness of his program. Defining 
interfaces is the most important part of system design. Usually it is also the most difficult, 
since the interface design must satisfy three conflicting requirements: an interface should 
be simple, it should be complete, and it should admit a sufficiently small and fast 
' 
implementation. Alas, all too often the assumptions embodied in an interface turn out to 
be misconceptions instead. 
The main reason interfaces are difficult to design is that ach intern cc is a mall 
programming language: it defines a set of objects and the operation that can be u ed to 
manipulate the objects. Concrete syntax is not an issue but e ery oth er aspect of 
programming language design is pr s nt. 
2.4.3 System peed 
This section describes hints for making systems faster, forgoing any further discussion of 
why this is important. 
• Split r tsour · ·s in n fixed way if in doubt, rather than sharing them. It is usually 
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behavior of the aJlocator is more predictable. The obvious disadvantage is that 
more total resources are needed, ignoring multiplexing overheads, than if all come 
from a common pool. In many cases, however, the cost of the extra resources is 
small, or the overhead is larger than the fragmentation, or both. 
• Use static analysis if you can; this is a generalization of the last slogan. Static 
analysis discovers properties of the program that can usually be used to improve 
its performance. The hooker is "if you can"; when a good static analysis is not 
possible, don't delude yourself with a bad one, but fall back on a dynamic 
scheme. 
• Dynamic translation from a convenient (compact, easily m dified or easily 
displayed) r presentation to one that can be quickly interpreted i an important 
variation on the old idea of compiling. Translating a bit at a time is tho idea 
behind separate compilation, which goes back at lea t to ortran 2. In remental 
compilers do it automatically when a statement, procedure or whatever is 
changed. A impler er ion of hi the tran lation on 
demand and cache the re ult; then only one interpreter is required, and no 
decisions arc needed except for each replacement. 
• ache answers to expensive computations, rather than doing them over. By 
1 ring the triple [f, x, ftx ) in an associative store with f and x as keys, we can 
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replaced in the cache, which presumably has limited capacity. How much faster 
depends on how expensive it is to compute ftx). A serious problem is that when f 
is not functional (can give different results with the same arguments), we need a 
way to invalidate or update a cache entry if the value of f\x) changes. Updating 
depends on an equation of the form f(x + D) = g(x, D, f(x)) in which g is much 
cheaper to compute than f For example, x might be an array of 1000 numbers, f 
the sum of the array elements, and D a new value for one of them, that is, a pair 
[i, v]. Then g(x, [i, v], sum) is sum - xi+ v. 
• Use hints to speed up normal execution. A hint like a cache entry is the saved 
result of some computation. It is different in two ways: it may be wrong, and it is 
not necessarily reached by an associati l okup. e au e a hint may e wr ng 
there must be a way to check its correctness before taking any unrecoverable 
action. 
• When in doubt, use brute force. Especially as the cost of hardware declin s a 
straightf rward, easil anal z d olution that requir a I t f pe ial-purpose 
computing cycles is better than a complex, poorly characterized one that may 
work wen if certain assumptions are satisfied. 
• ompute in back r und when possible. In an interactive or real-time system, it is 
good to do little work as possible before responding to a request. The reason is 
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varies a great deal, so there is likely to be idle processor time later in which to do 
background work. · 
• Use batch processing if possible. Doing things incrementally almost always costs 
more, even aside from the fact that disks and tapes work much better when 
accessed sequentially. Also, batch processing permits much simpler error 
recovery. 
• Safety first. In allocating resources, strive to avoid disaster rather than to attain an 
optimum. Many years of experience with virtual memory networks disk 
allocation, database layout, and other resource allocation problems has made it 
clear that a general-purpose system cannot optimi e the u fr urc . n the 
other hand, it is easy enough to overload a sy tem and drastically degrade the 
service. 
• Shed load to control demand, rather than allowing the s · stem to b ome 
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2.5 Learning Environments Enhanced by Emerging Technologies 
Technology certainly has the power to make learning dramatically faster, better, more 
effective. But the methods of instruction now dominating the educational software market 
look more like traditional classrooms than immersive learning environments. Text 
predominates· lecturing, reading, and test-taking still prevail. All are necessary elements 
but also very boring. 
Recent advances in learning sciences dictate that students move toward learning by 
doing. They know that the best methods involve creating perceptual environments for 
problem-based learning. This means immersing the learner in an experience requiring 
rapid-fire decision-making, fast acquisition of new information and reliance n the 
expertise of colleagues. The ability to create and store u eful knowledge allows 
individuals to innovate. 
Yet there are few shining examples of actual implementation of these ideas. Industry 
solutions still wrap development efforts around familiar learnin envir nm nt . 
'1conomics are partly to blame. But what really keeps school ernment, and industry 
from building next-generation learning environrn nts is the lack of verifiable methods for 
integrating new learning.science techniques into today's software and hardware solutions. 
Let's return for a moment to those immersive environments that have so enchanted the 
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environments that require skills like navigation, spatial recognition, strategic thinking, 
and relationship building. These sounds a lot like business in the digital economy. 
What the software needs is rich and deep simulations for mathematics, built so that 
anyone can succeed based on competency instead of age, gender, race, or previous 
degree. We shouldn't call them games, but visual learning environments. And these new 
creations could actually track human performance, This is better than checking off 
bubbles on a piece of paper to determine human competency. 
This educational software is not revolutionizing education right now because it doesn't 
build shareable visual objects that transfer from one environment to anoth r with their 
inherent, functional properties intact. The software has done this with text but barely 
even considered standards for visual object . Thi oftware i a Intern t-ba ed learning 
world where participants are enabled by rich simulation tool-set and create their own 
learning objects, enjoy embedded assessment for m nagement of their own education 
and establish the profound people-to-people connections which allow for in truction 
experimentation, and overall facilitation of the I arning pr e . 
We Jive in an era of innovators, quick thinkers, and technologically arrogant end-users 
whose demand more. It• s going to be bard to answer this demand if the software focus 
only on teaching objectives, teacher preparation. state assessment tests, quality of 
education. and ridging the digital divide. These are important issues, but they tend to 
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Students have become enchanted by the high-end multiplayer games, interactive 
television. and wireless devices in which communication is rapid, visual stimulus is 
motivating, hundreds of activities and experiments can be conducted in the same 
environment, and reputations and human networking evolve at blinding speeds. In 
looking at the next generation of technology for education, the software have to consider 
creating similar environments that make technology ubiquitous and invisible, and at the 
same time enable human communication and interaction to accelerate the pace. 
2.6 The Role of the E-moderator in E-learning 
The key role of the online teacher or trainer is gradually ev lving from ne of ensuring 
the accurate transmission of known information to iploration and 
generating new and relevant knowledge for the use f indi idual roup businessc 
and not-for-profit organizations. Because of this shift, and the complexitie involved in 
fulfilling the new role, e-moderator seems the most appropriate designation ii r it. 
Challenges to traditional approaches to learning are rife but they ti u for t much on 
the role of the technology. E-moderator knov that nev ft ching and l arning 
both in Higher ucation and at work, together with th need for rapid updating of skills 
and knowledge, are emerging. 
The advent of fourth generation learning delivery tools for use on campus, in the 
c rporati n and at a distance, ffers the potential for enhancing education. There are 
increased p rtunitic for students: tudent interaction, student-centeredness, and 
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collaboration. Some argue that this can result in a situation where "the real learning 
'space' among students is closer," whether on or off campus. The critical issue is that 
students most appreciate learning from others, with the support of a credible facilitator, 
and this is independent of the technological platform. 
Online teaching and learning requires different skills, and changes what actually do with 
students. Currently, most online teachers do not have enough training to make the online 
experience truly successful and productive for learners. Where training is provided it 
often concentrates on the use of the technology rather than the role of the online teacher. 
Jn professional and management education, and often where shared corporate knowledge 
is desired, the e-moderator is the person responding to and buildin on the contributions 
to an online conference. E-moderators need to be able to engage in reflecti c practice 
themselves, and be very democratic and open about their role . Th challenge is to enable 
managers to recognize the narrowness of their own experien e and be o n to oth r 
evidence. The e-moderator should prompt, encourage and enabl such opennes · while 
acknowledging the per onal experience. 
Managers can add value to online networking in a variety of ways. Firstly, the contributor 
needs to be acknowledged. Secondly, the contribution should be recorded and available 
for others to read online so it becomes a form of inventory. Thee-moderator's role is to 
enable it to be retrieved, viewed, and responded to by others. In a collective conference, 
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depending on individual thought processes. It is important that the e-moderator avoids the 
temptation to discount the experience in anyway or to counter it and enter into argument 
Instead he or she can draw on the evidence that is presented to try and explore overall 
conclusions. Thirdly, thee-moderator should comment, at an appropriate moment, on the 
sufficiency of the data being presented and the quality of the argument around it. 
Implementing these practices ensure that the expenence, while it is valued, is not 
necessarily considered complete on its own. It also enables the e-moderator to exemplify 
ways of exploring and developing arguments. When this is done well, the result is a rich 
discussion with high levels of participation. 
2. 7 Math on the Brain 
Human beings seem to have an inborn mathematical ability. Res aar h ha shown tllat 
even tiny babies seem to have a built-in awareness of nwnb rs. But thi i not the nly 
way our brains process mathematics. 
Researchers in France and America ha e recently confirmed that there are two distinct 
ways in which human deal with numbers and mathematical relationships: an "intuitive" 
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Human use their intuitive ability to make rough estimates, or recognize obvious errors 
(such as 16 + 8 = 168) without specifically calculating, and to perceive relationships 
between quantities. Human use their linguistic mode to perform more precise calculations 
and give them shortcuts (for example, knowing their times tables - which human learn 
verbally - allows them to avoid laboriously calculating products in their heads as a 
sequence of sums). 
Earlier work with brain-injured patients had shown that some patients were able to 
subtract (a quantity-based operation) but not multiply (a verbally based operation), and 
others were able to multiply but not subtract. This suggested that different parts of the 
brain were used for the two activities. It seemed that learning a multiplication table wa 
like memorizing a shopping list, whereas learning how numb relate to each other 
might be tied to visual intuitions about space. 
The more recent research has confirmed this two-mode theory and shown wh r the two 
different abilities are located in the brain. It seems that the erbal mathemati al ability, 
the "linguistic" mode, is located in the left frontal lobe, whi h i the part of the brain 
known to be responsible for making connections between words. 
However, mathematical estimation, the "intuitive" mode, was found to involve both the 
left and right parietal Jobes. which are responsible for visual and spatial representation 
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Interestingly, it has long been known that patients with damage to the parietal lobes 
suffer from "acalculia", a difficulty with basic number skills (for example, being no 
longer able to count). The recent research, locating mathematical estimation to the 
parietal lobes, helps to provide an explanation for this phenomenon. 
2.8 Current System Problems 
When teaching any subject, it is always best to let teachers know their students well- their 
likes, dislikes interests, hobbies, favorite things, common and unique experiences. etc. 
The more you know about them, the more adeptly and securely you will drive their 
mathematical hooks. 
That is the teacher's goal- to get the student to "own" the information- to help them learn 
it well enough to teach it, remember it for all time and to u e it meaningfully qui kly 
easily, appropriately, and profitably. Anyhow, this consider very difficult in our curr nt 
teaching environment since in a small I ture hall or tutorial r oms there may consist of 
hundred and above students. 
The language of mathematics is used to communicate ideas, properties, relationships, and 
behavior concerning defined actions, objects, symbols, sets or collections, classifications, 
organization quantity sire hape, order, space, time, form, velocity, speed, distance, 
magnitude, etc. ch math idea bas three components: ( 1.) linguistic, (2.) conceptual, and 
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instructional attention. Math learning should be interactive. A concept should be 
introduced using concrete objects, and with logical language emphasis that is tied to 
everyday quantitative language expressions. (Sharma 1990, 23) In the actual situation or 
in Malaysia educational environment, test and examination is much more important than 
learning and interesting, thus teachers do not have enough time to teach details like 
history of a theorem or other interesting information. Students and teachers were rushing 
out of time to catch up the examination either in school or government examination. 
Gender differences in math skills are due more to social forces than to gender-specific 
brain construction and function. Gender difference can b eliminated by equalizing the 
activities and experiences of both boys and girls at every level of development. The 
social forces that direct a child' experienc and ch i f activiti s lead t th 
differences in the neurological sophistication of boys and girls. (Sharma 1989) 
For example, most studies show that girls do better than boys in math until th age f 12. 
Then boys dominate the subject This difference can be c iplain d by analyzing the 
gender-specific development of math prer quisite spatial ri ntati 11 skills. The main 
reason for this is the methodology of teaching in pre-school and elementary grades, 
where focus is on fine-motor skill development. (Sharma 1989) 
To achieve high-quality educational evaluations, the evaluator must be an expert in the 
field of inquiry and should possess the following competencies: 
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2.) ability to describe the evaluation's context; 
3.) ability to conceptualize the purpose and appropriate framework for the 
evaluation; 
4.) ability to select and identify relevant information needs, sources, and questions; 
5.) ability to identify, select, and apply effective procedures and techniques for data 
collection, processing and analysis; 
6.) ability to determine the alue of objects being evaluated; 
7.) ability to communicate plans and results effectively; 
8.) ability to successfully manage the evaluation: 
9.) ability to maintain ethical standards; 
10.) ability to make adjustments in external factors that influence an valuation· and 
11 .) ability to critique, revise, utilize and learn from the cvaluati n experience. 
(Worthen, Sanders, and Fitzpatrick 1 7 511-513 ). 
According to the survey results, many students felt that teachers which w re t aching 
higher mathematics may hav possibility not nough kno led e n that particular subject 
but the current problem facing was less man pov er as teacher . 
111 feel so stunned that after all these years! For so long I have been 'vague and 
catterbrained ' driving myself and everyone around me crazy with my 'absent- 
tnindedncs .' rnetimes J am di missed by people who assume that I'm 'thick' because I 
c n't do the mo 't ba .ic cnlculation , or get myself from point A to B without getting lost." 
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Many students felt hesitate to ask questions in class due to they though this may end up 
with laughter in class. Another possible reason was student may think their opinion may 
be too childish or may cause teacher's angry because they had not paying enough 
attention in class. Thus, most of the students kept quite when they had questions or when 
they would like to express their point of iew. 
2.9 Recommended way to teach and learn mathematics 
There is no better way to do this than to begin presenting teaching) and integrating 
mathematical concepts, matter-of-factly, from birth. 
I 
Nine Prerequl ite Math kill 
The student must be able to: 
1. follow sequential directions 
11. understand and apply clas ification system 
111. order, organize, and sequ n 
iv, have command f s ati I ri nt ti n and spati 1 r m ti n 
v, understand and employ estimation 
vi. visually cluster objects 
.. 
vu. recognize and extend patterns 
viii. vi ualize 
ix. think deductively 
x. thin inductiv ·I . ( harm 1 , 24 
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Every math concept should be considered using both types of thinking. Quantitative 
approaches use standard deductive reasoning, sequential, procedural and algebraic 
algorithms. Qualitative approaches use "visual, spatial, inductive, and pattern recognition 
strategies. 
··rr;·;ri~I";J-"~6~~£:f i~~~~~~~~:o:~~:~~---j 
: · .Q~tatlve . l . upon. ~ 
. Learners ! c. Let the students use investigations with concrete materials to discover i 
l· proofs of these truths. I 
· ! d Give many specific examples of these truths using the concrete 
I 
i materials. 
i e, .Eave students talk of their discoveries about how the concept works. 
I f Then show how these individual experiences can be integrated into 
. · · '1· general principal or rule that pertains equally to e ch le. 
f
'"2'"·.·-·.·" .. ·- r . .. . . 
Deductive . : Next use the typical deductive approach. 
·.Approach for I 
· ·. · · Quantitative J · Re-emphasize tho general l.nw, rule, principle, or troth th t other 
Learners I mathematical truths hinge upon. 
·I .' ·. · .' l · Then show how several specific examples obey the general rule. · · · · · ! · Have students state the rule and offer specific examples that obey it I: . · · ... · j · Have students explain the lio.guistic clements of the concept 
,._ ·--t"'- ;,.___ "- . ..-.......- ....... -···~ 
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CHAPTER3 
SYSTEM ANALYSIS AND REQIUREMENT 
3.1 Information Gather Methodology 
In the phase of gather information, five different methods were used for capturing 
requirements for this project. These techniques include questionnaires, existing system 
and educational packages, observation, library research, and Internet research. 
3.I.l Questionnaires 
A set of questionnaire had been give away to 100 students in Univer ity Malaya and the 
questionnaire had enclosed as Appendix A. ampling 1 tud nt had mg ndu t a 
25 students from Faculty Computer Science and Information Technolog , 35 tudcnts 
from Faculty Science which were majoring in math mati 2 tud nt fr m Pa ult 
Engineering randomly and another 15 more tudent Wi re came fr m ·Acuity 
Educational The questionnaires were collected on the pot and ea h tud nt did not u d 
more than 5 minutes to fill up the qu stionnaire. 
3.1.2 Existing ystem and Educational Packages 
An analysis on the current system and educational packages was done to get an overall 
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Figure 3.1 xample f exitin educati n I pa kn) 
3.1.J Observation 
Through this method, the current study environment and problems uld be und rst d, 
This method was done during attending le son 1 Mat matik m a ul 
3.1.4 Library Research 
This traditional approach to research was conducted to study the trend and evaluation of 
the procurement pr ess, from the hi tory of teaching materials, styles, and ways to learn 
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referred to variety of journals, magazines, conference papers and other relevant 
documents. 
3.1.S Internet Research 
This modem tool for research likes the features, comparison of software and hardware, 
system requirement and others. This is very useful strategy in determining improvement 
to the current system. 
3.2 Analysis Results 
Figure 3.2 Students who ever exposed to educational oftware 
rov;;i 
~ 
In analysis survey result, 73 students among 100 sampling agree that th , had xpos to 
educational software before while the others 27 student a ing that they had no 
experience interact with such software. Anyway this result reflected that the students 
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!I Terrible 
Figure 3.3 Satisfactory Students 
On Current Teaching Ways 
From the chart, is obvious to round that most students that were 52% of the sampling 
students feeling the current teaching styles in lecture hall or tutorial rooms were not 
effective to let them learn mathematics. The reasons students felt that current teaching 
systems were found not suitable, was explained in precious chapter. 
There were only small parts of survey analysis for further inf rmation plea e refer to 
chapter 2: Literature Review. 
3.3 Development Tools Evaluation Criteria 
There are several critical areas in which con ideration \VB.S given v hen the development 
tools was selected for "Smart Maths for Higher Education . Th following areas were 
considered before deciding on the authoring package: 
1. Authoring Environment 
The authoring environment should have graphically-based tools and scripting tools. It 
should include capabilities such as clic ing and touching, time-outs, recording the 
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number of tries, text input, key-press detection, click-able objects, push buttons, scroll 
bars and moving objects. Other considerations include the general ease-of-use of the 
tools, the quality of documentation and on-line tutorials, existing examples and 
vendor support. 
2. Support for Text, Graphics, Animation, Video and Sound 
The authoring tool should be able to support and handle rich text, graphics, 
animations, video and sound. Another consideration was, the development tool 
should be able to handle file formats of the media being used in the application. 
'3. Specific Support for Learning Applications 
The ease with which standard templates uld 
considered. 
reat d and m dif d wa 
3.4 Comparison of Development Tools 
This section examines the merits and demerits of me auth ring t l . lt i not po sible 
to be completely objective about a software application and although a reviewer can try 
to use objective assessment inevitably personal experience and bias will color the true 
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3.4.1 Asymetrix ToolBook 
A popular development tool, which uses a book and page metaphor, akin to HyperCard's 
stack and card idea. Toolbook has its own programming language called OpenScript It is 
a general-purpose development tool that can be used to create courseware and also 
applications such as databases. It is suited for text handling and is ideal for application 
with large amount of text. 
The developer is required to 'draw' objects such as buttons and fields on a 'page' or 
'background', the behavior of which is controlled by 'scripts either attached to the object 
or placed above in the 'object hierarchy'. This approach is very flexible and allows the 
developer a large scope but makes the software more cornplicat d to 1 am and use. 
Asymetrix of use of this software depends on the devel per s previou e ncnc . 
Asymetrix provides a ToolBook CB dition which, ac rding to A ymetrix in lude 
all the power and features of Multimedia T lBool 3.0 plu an ipanded featu set 
tailored to the specific needs of c urseware authors. 
3.4.2 Visual Basic 
Visual Basic is a programming system for Windows that is often used to organize and 
present multimedia elements. It is make up of controls (objects) that reside on forms. 
Visual Basic uses language code syntactically similar to GW-BASIC. The program is 
event-driven. de is attached t objects and remains idle until called to respond to user 
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create the user interface of an application, including command button, picture box, timer, 
menu bar and others. 
Visual Basic provides flexible response to mouse and keyboard events. It can also be 
coded to show and hide the objects during the runtime. There are also powerful 
debugging commands to help isolate and correct code errors. Completed Visual Basic 
projects can be converted into executable files to run on stand-alone Windows 
application. Beside, the developer can utilize the application setup wizard to create a 
setup program on CD-ROM that allows the user to install the application. 
3.5 The Chosen Development Tool 
3.5.1 Macromedia Director 8 
Macromedia Director 8 is a complete environment for the creati n of multim xlia. Think 
of it as an artist's canvas. Or, to use the metaphor that Dir t r ti ll ' n ta . 
Users can fill this stage with th ir own producti n. An element in the production is 
called a cast member or simply a memb r. Th ompu r r n where the action takes 
place is a window call Stage. 
The rest of the elements in Director also follow a theater or film metaphor, although some 
element name foll w it better than others . 
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3.5.2 New Features in Director 8 
Director 8 contains a wide array of new features, generated mostly from user feedback. 
Director users will also see performance increase in just about every aspect of the 
program. The following sections include a summary of those new features. 
1. Authoring Improvements 
Director 8 introduces several major features that make multimedia authoring much 
easier, all of which are covered here: 
• The Property Inspector - instead of having dozens of different property dialog 
boxes throughout Director, the Property Inspector is a single window that changes 
format according to the selection. It can display information about members 
sprites, interface elements and e en the tage it elf. 
• Zoomable Stage - Director users can now zo m the tag window in r ut t 
see greater or lesser detail. In addition, the Stage wind ' an b ext nded b yond 
the bounds of the actual Stage so that user can rk ' ith element that are 
beyond the tag r ctangle. 
• Cast Window List View - Director users can now choose between the standard 
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• Lockable Sprites - Director programmers can now lock sprites in place. Although 
they can be easily unlocked, this prevents accidental changes to sprites, as well as 
preventing changes from multimedia authors working on the movie. 
• Guides - Like page-layout programs, Director users can set horizontal and 
vertical guides on the Stage to help align objects. 
• Asset Management Fields - Each cast member has a creator, a creation date, a 
modified date and a comments field. These features can use to organize and 
maintain the Cast. 
2. Linked Scripts 
Director 8 users can have external text files that are used as Ling scrip . Movies can 
share scripts and easily use external text editors to edit them. 
3. General Lingo Improvements 
Overall, Ling performanc has 
new features: 
• Timeouts - this new object type enables users to set timers that can call handlers 
n optimiz d. In additi n here are s me specific 
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• flushlnputlivents - users can clear mouse clicks and key presses that might have 
built up while users were waiting for a movie to load or for a transition to 
complete. 
• isOKToAttach - Behaviors can be set to attach to only certain types of sprites. 
• scriptl.ist - the entire script list of a sprite can be checked and set with Lingo and 
the Score will reflect any changes. 
• Bit Operations - the bitAnd, bitNot, bit r and bit r functi ns enable users to 
perform bit operations on variables. 
• Application awareness - the activatesppli ation and d tivat Appli ti 11 ent 
handlers enable users to detect when a projector is ing sent t the back iround or 
brought to the foreground. 
• Handler Detection - the hand r and handler. functi n enable users to test for the 
existence of a handler in a script. 
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4. New Imaging Lingo 
For the first time, Director developers have direct control over every pixel in bitmap 
members. New commands, such as copyl'ixel, setl'ixel, draw andfill, enable users to 
create and alter bitmaps. 
5. New Sound Lingo 
The Lingo sound engine has been totally rebuilt for Director 8. Not only has 
performance been significantly improved, but also new commands, such as queue, 
enable users to queues sounds in a Sound channel, complete with loop definitions, as 
well as pan and pitch shifting. 
6. Publishing 
Director 8 introduces a whole new way to ave us r fini hcd pr jc t. The Publish 
command, found in the File m nu, instantly a es h cl m ic, 
taking into account an entire set of option . U rs n w ha man type f ampl 
HTML files that can be generated, plus a variety of premadc l ad r m i is and 
options. 
7. Scalable Shockwave 
The main improvement to Shockwave is that movies can scale like Flash movies. 
This means users can et their Shockwa e movie to fill the user's window and it will 
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8. Others New Features 
(a) Multicurve Vectors-vector shapes can have more the one curve in them. 
(b) Flash Communication - users can get and set variables in Flash movies imported 
or linked as cast members. Users can also call actions in them. 
( c) Editable Text Input - inline Th1E (Input Method Editor) allows multibyte 
characters, such as ones used in non-English languages, to be entered into editable 
text members. Standard editing commands, such as copy, cut and paste, can also 
used in editable text members. 
(d) New Library Behaviors - The Director 8 b havior library include all irect r 7 
favorites, plus many new ones. There is an entire et of behavi r that u e the 
new image Lingo to create individual prite tran iti n · n th r " ·t xi ts t 
a drawing canvas; and there's also as t to create a multi u r hat room. 
( e) Image-Compression Settings - users have th pability to use JP compression 
on bitmaps when saving the movie as a hockwave movie. Users can select a 
different compression setting for each bitmap plus default setting for the entire 
movie. 
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3.6 Development Approach 
3.6.1 Systems Development Life Cycle 
A Systems Development Life Cycle is a process by which systems analysts, software 
engineers, programmers, and end-users build information systems and computer 
applications. It is a project management tool used to plan, execute, and control systems 
development projects. There are eight basic principles: 
1. Get the user of the systems involved. 
2. Use a problem solving approach. 
e Identify the problem, opportunity or dir ctive. 
e Understand the problem's environment and the problem's causes and 
effects. 
e Define the requirements of a suitable s luti n. 
e Identify alternative solutions. 
e Select the "best" solution. 
e Design and implement the solution. 
e Observe and evaluate the solution's impa 
accordingly. 
Refine the solution 
3. stablish phases and activities. 
e ystems planning. 
e ystems analy is. 
y tern design. 
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e Systems implementation. 
e Systems support. 
4. Establish standards for consistent development and documentation. 
e Activities. 
e Responsibilities. 
e Documentation guidelines or requirements. 
e Quality checks. 
5. Justify systems as capital investments. 
e Look at several alternative solutions. 
e Evaluate each solution for feasibility especially co t-effectivene 
6. Don't be afraid to cancel or revise scope. 
e Cancel project if no longer feasible. 
e Reevaluate costs and schedule if proje t scope is to be incr a d. 
e Reduce scope if project budget and sch dule are frozen but n t ufficient 
to cover all project objecti es. 
7. Divide and conquer. 















Figure 3.4 ystem evelopment Life y le 
3.6.1.l Systems Planning 
The Systems Planning function of the lif cycle s eks to identify and pri riti e th e 
technologies and applications that will return the most value to the or anization, tem 
Planning involves three basic phases: 
1. Study the organization's missions. 
11. Define an information architecture. 
a Data architecture. 
a Network architecture. 
1:1 Activitie r application archit cture. 
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n Identify requirements. 
n Model system requirements. 
n Discovery prototype. 
o Prioritization. 
a Review requirements. 
3.6.J.3 Systems Design 
Systems Design is the evaluation of alternative solutions and the specification of a 
detailed computer-based solution. It is also called Physical Design. Systems Design is 
composed of three phases: 
i. Select a design target from candidate solutions (Selection Ph e . 
ti. Acquire necessary hardware and o are (Acqui iti n Pha 
iii. Design and integrate the new system (Design and Int grati n Phr 0 . 
a 0 neral design. 
1:1 Detailed design. 
3.6.I.4 Systems Implementation 
Systems Implementation is the construction of the new system and delivery of that 
system into "pr duction" (meaning "day-to-day" operation). Systems Implementation 
involves four phases: 
1. Build and test networks and data ases (if necessary). 
n. Build and te t the program. 
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iv. Deliver the new system into operation. 
3.6.1.S Systems Support 
Systems Support is the ongoing maintenance of a system after it has been placed into 
operation. This includes program maintenance and system improvements. Systems 
Support is composed of four activities, in no particular order, but rather as problems 
arise: 
1. Correct errors. 
a Software bugs. 
a Documentation errors or omissions. 
11. Recover the system. 
iii. Assist the users of the system. 
iv. Adapt the system to new requiremen 
3.6.1.6 Reasons for Initiating Systems Development 
Below is a bulleted list of some of the reason that a st m mi ht 
development. ach of these list items contributes to the system's succe s by allowing or 
promoting growth and competitive advantage. Systems de elopment might use one or 
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Figure 3.5 Reasons for initiating systems development 
Table 3. l Summarizes some of the ways in which the D i used today. 
1 Planning or 
Conceptual 
e situation are det rmined and the fa t-findin 
e business objectives of the organizati n and th pro 
I 
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solution. The project plan outlines proje t c 
1 
Design Phase responsibilities, guidelines major mil ton 
Analysis 
umptions and 
constraints. The resulting plan provid the blu print to implement a 
successful, cost effective system. 
determine the exist nee and nature of unmet or poorly met needs. 
l 
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~ !cases, more than one option is available, and all feasible courses of 
I ~ (~ :t I !action will be explored. The outline of the project is presented to the 
~ ~client. This includes the steps that will be taken to achieve the objectives 
~ 
is also agreed upon at this point. The client receives a written copy of th 
Maintenance 
[determined in the client interview. A tentative timeframe for completion 
: 
- - Systems implementation begins. Hardware and software systems are 
project outline. 
acquired, installed, configured, and tested. terns implem ntati n is 
project are tested again t industry enchmark and do um nted. 
: Implementation usually the longest phase of the SDLC, and may require many iteration 
I 
I 
and adjustments in order to rn et the proj ct goals. The results of the 
~ _.._..... ~ ... .. 
This phase includes continuously monitoring, maintaining, and 
modifying the system to ensur the y tem 
continues to meet the user's d namic n ntinu u e aluati n help 
identify and prevent potential probl m m int nan· 
costs can be minimized and determine v h n modifi ation r 
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3.6.2 Waterfall Approach 
The waterfall model has been used to prescribe software development activities in a 
variety of contexts. Associated with each process activities were milestones and 
deliverables, so that the project managers could use the model to gauge how close the 
project was to completion at a given point in time. 
The waterfall model can be very useful n helping developers lay out what they need to do 
and it is simple to explain to customers. Many other more complex models are really just 
embellishments of waterfal I. 
Figure 3.6 Waterfall model 
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3. 7 Internet World Wide Web 
3.7.1 Description 
The Internet is a collection of interconnected computer networks communicating using a 
nwnber of established standards and protocols. It started out as a Department of Defense 
network caJled ARP Anet which was designed with the goal of reliably sending message 
over an unreliable network. The Internet Protocol (IP) was established as a method of 
sending small packets (1500 bytes) of information with address wrappers through various 
paths to their destination. Transmission Control Protocol (TCP) \ as established to insure 
that the packets of information comprising a message all arrived intact at their 
destination, and that the message could be reas embled fr m the packet even if the 
packets where received out of order. TCP/IP allows many us rs to transparently hare the 
same communication lines, which makes the Internet useful. 
For many years the scientific, technical, and academic communiti u cd th Internet. 
Tools were developed to provide communication and ace t inti rmati n n m t 
computers attached to the Internet. Tools such as TEL T mot 1 in FTP {file 
transfers protocol), and mail formed the basis for Internet use. Th n a group of physicists 
several years ago designed a tool for linking documents together using what is referred to 
as hypertext (a method of embedding references to other documents in the text of a 
document). These references where in the form of URL's (Unifonn Resource Locators) 
which contained resource/document typ , location, and specific file name. The 
collections of document connected via the e link are referred to as the World Wide 
Web (WWW). raphical browsers e.g. Ne cape, M aic, etc.) that interpret the 
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hypertext instructions were developed to assist in viewmg and accessing these 
documents. Hypertext Markup Language (HTML), the interpretive language of the 
browsers, bas become the standard language for World Wide Web documents. The ability 
to graphically browse interconnected documents residing on computers all over the world 
has resulted in an explosion of Internet use. 
3.7.2 Usage 
Many businesses, schools, individuals, and government agencies at all levels have rushed 
to establish a presence on the Internet. The attraction is the ability to quickly and 
inexpensively provide information to a large number of people. Mo t w b pages are 
being developed as stand alone information sourc s for individual bu ine se r agencie . 
Few coordinated efforts exist to present a collection of w b ge organiz along tale 
or municipal lines. 
3.7.3 State of the Technology 
The Internet and it's associated standards and pl" t ols can a matu 
technology. However it is undergoing rapid growth and e: pan ion in many areas. It is 
estimated that the number of non-educational users currently at 13.5 million is doubling 
each year. Similar expan i n exi ts in the number of commercial Internet service 
providers (ISPs ), servers, domains, and web pages. HTML, the language for creating web 
pages, is firmly entrench d a" a tandard. The etscape browser offers some 
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In this few years the Internet and its user base will be much larger. Operating systems 
(e.g. Microsoft Windows 98, OS/2 Warp, etc.) included browsers, and the TCP/IP 
software to support easy Internet access. Encryption software bad widely available to 
protect information such as financial transactions over the Internet. As high-speed 
modems become cheaper most users will be accessing the Internet from home. 
3. 7 .4 Strengths 
The primary strength of the Internet\ WWW approach to service and information delivery 
is how easy it is to quickly become accessible to a large number of users. For basic static 
information delivery the costs are minimal. The small investment required etting up web 
pages and paying an ISP yield huge returns in increased citiz n a ce 
For a slightly larger investment (server router ommunication line" a d dicat 
presence on the Internet can be maintained which v ould pr ide for -m il 
agencies and the public. The emerging MIME (Multi-purpo e Int rn t Mail "Xt n ions) 
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3.8 Hardware and Software Requirements 
The software and hardware that are required to develop this system include: 
Hardware Requirement 
• Computer with Pentium 133MHz or higher 





• Windows 2000 as platform 
• Macromedia Director 8.0 for er ate interface and mg 
• Lingo scripts as developer s language 
• Paint and PhotoShop 5.0 for creating and diting grsphi 





















System design includes hardware and software design. System design is transformation 
of the specification of requirements, first into a detailed logical (conceptual) specification 
and secondly into a detailed physical (technical) specification. Design is the creative 
process of transforming the problem into solution. Conceptual design tells the user 
exactly what the system will do. Technical design allows system builders to understand 
the actual hardware and software needed to solve the u er pr blem. 
Thus, this system design will focu n te hni l r lmplemcntati n c nccrn f the 
system. 
All information and requirement that were gathered fr m previous hapt r had l t 
system design of this educational package. In this mathemati d i n 
included: 
l) Overall design and Flow 
11) Interface Design 
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4.2 Overall Design and Flow 
The overall structure of educational software design is shown as below: 
Matematik Asas 
Overview Chapter 1 Cbapter2 Test 
Personal N te Sample Graph 
Tutorial Comparison 
Fast Revision 
Figure 4. l Overall Design Structure 
4.2.1 Overview 
This module briefs user on overall chapters and tutorials. This will gi a pre i w to the 
user. User could select desired chapter from here. This package h du wn menu 
to made user had deeper understanding on particular chapter s content Besides, in order 
user need to exit system, the software prepar d e it function button on each interface. 
In addition, the package had added in voice instruction to give user instruction without 
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4.2.2 Learning Module 
There are total up two main chapters included in the learning module. 
4.2.2.1 Chapter 1: "Fungsi" 
In chapter 1, the basic content are notes that prepared by following current syllabus 
for "Matematik Asas" from Faculty Science, Mathematic Department University Malaya. 
[n order to made user feel different from current study environment in school, the notes 
were read out by system and a robot acting as teaching agents added in as teaching 
materials. 
Due to the target users will be students from university level, thus a function was added 
in this module. According to th re earch from pre i u urrent tu cnt pr er 
to take notes as they were doing revision as well as att ndin ture. 
package had prepared a small function to let user take not ither t ping in r u ing 
"cut and paste" method. Besides, the note that users type in the p lurnn will 
appear again in 'Fast Revision' section. Throu h thi user ul nl i w "Fu t 
Revision" section when he or she doing revision. 
Tutorial was one f the m st important material to made students had deeper 
understanding on that particular chapter. From the information gathered through 
interview and questionnaire , stud n now prefer tutorial that act like games base Th . us, 
the tutorial in this chapter not only c nsider on user understanding but also consider how 
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At first place, voice instruction will be read out in order to let user understand how to do 
the tutorial. In the tutorial, 1000 marks will be given at first for each question. Then, l 
mark will be keep on deducting as time goes. On the other hand, when user had selected a 
wrong answer for that particular question, 500 marks will be deducted from the current 
marks. When user had selected a correct answer, marks will stop deducting. 
4.2.2.2 Chapter 2: "Geometri Koordinat Cartesan" 
In chapter 2, the notes that prepared were following current syllabu for ' Matematik 
Asas" from Faculty Science, Mathematic Department University Malaya. The main 
objectives in this chapter was learning graph and rec gnizing the differ nt between 
graphs. Therefore, in this chapter user could have simplest ways to learn graph . 
Students could select any type of graph and the particular graph will appear nt middl r 
the interface. This is not enough to understand the graph if no explanati n i availa l . o 
user could select explanation to have more understanding. 
Another problem that students meet when study this ch pter was they felt difficult to 
differentia among graphs. Thus, comparison was v ell prepared here to solve students' 
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4.2.3 Test Module 
In this module, students had multiple choices to answer questions. Developer had used 
checkbox as selection. In some situation, user may bad idea on previous question after 
answering the questions behind, thus the system had this facilities that could let user back 
to previous questions and change answer. When user confirming satisfied with their 
questions. He or she may select finish, then user will have their result. 
User Director 
M inPage Directer 
Tutorial 
Enter n mo 
U'CCt r 
Exit 
Director Cb SC Director 
Overview tepi Oapt:c.r 2 
4.2.4 Flow Control Diagram 
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4.3 Interface Design 
In an educational software package, interface design play very important role as it could 
determine how effective will they be. A number of important human engineering factors 
should be incorporated into the design. 
4.3.1 Clear Instruction 
The system user should always be aware of what to do next. The system should always 
provide instructions on how to proceed, back up, exit, and the like. Se eral situation 
require some type of feedback: 
• Tell the user what the sy tern expect right now. This can take the form of a simple 
message such as READY TYPE COMMAND, s E T 0 R M PTI N ' r 
TYPE DATA. 
Therefore, this package had included two functions to make ure u r alwa s aware what 
to do next. The first element was voice instruction in Bahasa Mala ie an th 
element was written instruction. 
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Figure 4.3 Interface at the beginning of tutorial 
4.3.2 Display attributes sparingly 
Use display attributes sparingly. Display attributes, such as blinking, highli )hting, and 
reverse video, can be distracting if overused. Judicious use allow de 1 r t all 
attention to something important - for example, the next fi ld t b or 
an instruction. 
ln order to help user when using this software, tools tips for each button had added in. 
For example in the following interface tools tips ' previous will show whenever mouse 
near. 
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Figure 4.5 Interface at b ginning of chapter 2 
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Figure 4.6 ontent in haptcr 2 
4.4 Functional Design 
ln order to make this educational software different from current ftv 
had added in the software module. 
I) Voice instruction 
Voice instruction that added in the oftware created to make user understand what to 
f ' f unctions 
do next. Besides, using human voice to give lecture although similar in schooling but 
more formal and intones will made oftware more interesting. 
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In addition to the voice instruction, a small voice control mode had put below every 
interface to control the volume of voice. 
II) Simple calculation 
Simple calculation such as total up how many correct answer does user provide, 
marks that earn, time taken to answer questions and etc. 
III) Summarize notes 
This function let user to take notes and the particular notes will be paste at one of the 
interface named Fast Revision. This function is useful when u r need d expre 
revision. User needs not to read through whole section for expre revi i n. 






















From the previous phases, a lot of information had gained to help in understanding users' 
problem and to devise a high level solution for it. Now, in this phase, focus will put on. 
implementing the solution as software. This indicates coding or program must be written 
to implement the design. 
5.2 Implementation Tools 
Clearly there are many ways to implement a design and many languag and t \ are 
available. For implementing this educational software 
involve are: 
1. Microsoft Window 2000 Professional 
• Serves as development platform or operating system 
2. Macromedia Director 8.0 
• erves as development tools and platform for system and interface design. 
3. in o cript 
• angua e u ed t dev lop advanced application and functional features. 
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4. Sound Force 4.5 
• Serves as tools to develop sound effects and voice instruction. 
5. Microsoft Art Gallery 
• Helps in developing interface and animated graphical 
6. Adobe Photoshop 
• Tools for graphical design. 
7. Swish 2.0 
• Help in developing multimedia application like animati n ffect . 
5.3 Programming Standard and Procedure 
Before begin to write code, there are standard way t foll w, o that the and 
associated documentation are easy to e eryone who r ads th m, 
In the phase of implement system design, there are two type of standard used t followed: 
5.3.1 Developer's Standard 
Standards and procedures help to organize thoughts and avoid mistakes. Standardize 
documentation help in I eating faults and in making changes, because it clarifies which 
section of program perform which function . 
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Standards and procedures also help in translating designs to code. Consequently, 
modifications to code that result from changing in hardware or interface specification are 
straightforward, and the possibility of error is minimized. This is very important in 
developing this system because the software may used at different platform. 
5.3.2 Standards For Others 
Once the code is complete, others likely to use it in a variety of ways. For example, for 
students that wish to do future enhancement on the system or similar project could do 
reference on the code. 
Therefore, coding must followed standard for others also to make ure that maintenance 
programmer could easily find component that n eded t ch, nge r ref r. Au! mat d t 1 
are available that can analyze the code to determine which pn 
component and which procedures invoke it. 
ur are ll l b th • 
5.4 Algorithms 
Algorithms help to make sure sy tern run smoothly as what mention in system design. 
This is due to coding normally p rfonning whatever planned in algorithms. In this 
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5.4.1 Algorithms for First Chapter 
Chapter 5 Implementation 
The main ideas in this part are delivery courses and enable user to take note. There are 
few components need to run at same time, there are: 
l. Robot as teaching agent moves 
2. Content of chapter 1 deliver by using typing animation. 
3. Flash animation at the banner on top of the interface. 
Timing is one of the most important factors to consider in developing multimedia 
software. After these three components bad run, users are allowed to take note at 
prepared space. 
Below is the summary of algorithm for chapter 1. 
Banner with flash n.imation 
···-··-···-··--··--·-··-·-···-··-····-·-··--·- .. --··-·--------·-·----·-- .. 
Contents deliver 






Figure . I 'ummary of algorithm chapter 1 
• 7 - 
-·----- -------·- ------··-- 
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5.4.2 Algorithms For Tutorial 
The aim in this part not only to let user had more understanding on the content, moreover 
to train users' speed. Therefore the algorithms sound this way: 
1. Voice instruction given out to user 
2. 1000 marks gave to user at first place 
3. 1 marks will be deducted for every 1 second past 
4. If answer correct 
4.1 Then mark down the marks left 
4.2 Else mark down the marks left + d duct another 500 marks for wrong 
answer 
5. Total all marks 
6. xit section 
5.5 Coding 
From the algorithms, code could be generated. Sample code fn m the abo e algorithms 
are as shown: 
5.5.l Example oding For Robot's Body 
property pDirection, pSpeed, pBlink 
on b glnS m 
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pBlink = FALSE 
end 
on moveRobot me 
if pDirection = 0 then 
exit 
sprite(me.spriteNum) .member= member("robo "&&pDirection) 
sprite(me.spriteNum) .locH = sprite(me.spriteNum) .locH + 
pDirection*pSpeed 
send.AllSprites(#robotPartMove,pDirection pSpeed) 
if pDirection =land sprite(me.spriteNum) .locH > 420 
then 
pDirection = -1 
else if pDirection = - and spri e(me.spri eNum) .locH < 
80 and soundBusy(l) then 
pD'rect'on = 1 
else if pDirection = -1 and spr'te(me.s rite um) .locH 
80 and not soun Busy(l) then 
pDirection = 0 
end if 
end 
on stopMoveRobot me 
spr'te(me.spr'teNum) .member= member("ro o ") 
if pD rec·ion ~ 0 then 
pDirection - J 
nd 
on nk m 
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pBlink =TRUE 
end 
on exitFrame me 
if pBlink then 
sprite (me. spri teNum) .member = member ("robot") 
pBlink = FALSE 
if random(SO) = l then 
blink(me) 
end 
5.5.2 Example Coding For Robot's Arms 
property pDestAngle, pCurAngle, pMinAngle, pMaxAngle, 
pAngleChangeSpeed, pMapPoint, pMapToPrevSp i e 
on getPropertyDescriptionList me 
list = [:] 
addProp list, ~tpMinAngle, [#comment: "t-'. · r , 1 1 
#format: #integer, #default: -_OJ 
• l1 . ' 
addProp list, #pMaxAngle, [#comment: " 
#format: #integer, #default: 30] 
addProp list, #pAngleChangeSpeed, [#comment: " 1 
. An l . " . , 
Chan e Spe : ", #format: integer, #range: (#min: 1, 
#max: 10], #defaul : 
addProp list, #pMapToPrevSprite, [ comment: " ap to Point 
Sp i ?", #formal: #boolean, default: FALSE] 
ddProp is , ffpMapPoin , [ commen : " aµ o Point on 
< vi ou it : ", II o rm poin , default: 
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end 
on beginSprite me 
-- set starting angle as in the Score 
pCurAngle = sprite(me.spriteNum) .rotation 
-- select a new angle at random 
newDestAngle(me) 
end 
Chapter S Implementation 
on newDestAngle me 
-- pick an angle between the max and min 
pDestAngle = random(pMaxAngle-pMinAn l) pM"nAn le 
end 
on talk"ng me 
add or subtract angle to get o e in on 
if pDestAngle < pCurAngle then 
pCurAngle = pCurAngle - pAngleChan e e 
if pCurAngle <= pDestAngle then 
newDestAngle(me) 
else 
pCurAngle = pCurAngle + pAngleChangeSpee 





(m . spri 
o o h s e 
Num) .ro a ion• pCurAngle 
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if needed, position sprite to point in previous sprite 
(joint) 
if pMapToPrevSprite then 




on robotPartMove me, x 
sprite(rne.spriteNurn) .locH = sprite(rne.spriteNurn) .locH + x 
end 
5.5.3 Example Coding For Typing Te t 
property pText, pTextMern, pChar, pDrawColor, pFinalColor, 
pPause 
on getPropertyDescriptionL'st me 
list = [: J 
addProp list, #pTextMern, [#comment: " 1em 
#format: #member, # efault: VOID] 
addProp list, #pFinalColor, [#comment: l ol 0 
l'l'•" 
T x ", i+format: #string, #default: "00~ 00") 
add Prop list, #pDrawColor, [#comment: "D a v i n _ Color of 
T x '', #format: #s ring, #default: " ~FF -,,) 
return 
end 
on in me 
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sprite(me.spriteNum) .member.text 
pPause = O 
end 
= ''" 
on unPause me 
pPause = pPause + 1 
end 
on exitFrame me 
if pPause = 0 then 
exit 
end if 
if at the end of the text, set whole field o final 
color 
hen spose of h' beh v o 
if pChar >= pText.length then 
sprite(me.spriteNum) .member.color= r (pFin lColor) 
sprite(me.spriteNum) .scriptinstanceL· = [] 
exit 
end if 
add two characters at a time, because ext is too slow 
to draw on most computers 
repeat with = 1 o 2 
-- next character 
pChar = pChar + 1 
n wChar pText.char[ Char) 
i 
ch 
{ rn . 
c r o m mb r 
um) .m m . s Co A er(newChar) 
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if newChar = "." and not ( "0123456789" contains 
pText.char[pChar-1]) then 
pPause = pPause - l 
end if 
end repeat 
-- set all text, except the new character, to the final 
color 
if pChar > 1 then 
sprite(me.spriteNum) .mernber.char[l .. pChar-1) .color= 
rgb(pFinalColor) 
end if 
-- set new character to the draw color 
sprite(me.spriteNum) .member.char[pChar) .colo = 
rgb(pDrawColor) 
end 
5.5.4 Example Coding For Tool Tips 
property pState 
on beginSprite me 
pState ~ sprite(me.spriteNum} .member.name 
end 
on mouseEnter me 
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on mouseLeave me 
member("State Name") .text= 
end 
" " 
5.5.5 Example Coding For Volume Slider 
property pPressed, pBoundingSprite, pLeftLimit, pRightLimit 
on getPropertyDescriptionList me 
list = [:] 
addprop list, #pBoundingSprite, [#defaul : 0, 




on getBehav·orDescr'pt'on me 
return "Volum Sli·e. Han l_ " 
end 
on beginSprite me 
limitRect = sprite(pBoundingSprite) .rec 
pLeftLimit = sprite(pBoundingSprite) .rect.left 
pRightLimi = sprite(pBoundingSprite) .rect.right 
end 
on mouseDown m 
pPressed =TRUE 
n 
o mou U m 
s ·AL , 
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end 
on mouseUpOutSide me 
pPressed =FALSE 
end 
position slider according to mouse 
on exitFrame me 
if pPressed then 
hPos =the mouseH 
if hPos = O then 
exit 
hPos = max(pLeftLimit,hPos) 
hPos = min(pRightLimit,hPos) 
sprite(me.spriteNum) .locH = hPos 
percent= float(hPos-pLeftLimit) I floa ( Ri h L mit - 
pLeftLimit) 
vol= integer(percent 2~~) 
sound(l) .volume= vol -- set the soun s volum 
sound(2) .volume= vol 
end if 
end 
5.5.6 Example Coding For Tutorial 
global gQues ionNum, gPossiblePoints, gScore, 
gCorrectAnswer 
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showScore 
askQuestion 
go to frame "Play" 
end 
on askQuestion 
text= mernber("Da a") .text.line[gQuestionNum) 
the itemDelimiter = ";" 
question= text.item[l) 
answers= text.item[2) 
gCorrectAnswer = value(text. ·tem(3]) 
member (" ue s ion") . text = question 
the itemDelimiter - " " , 
repeat with i = l to~ 
member ("Ar wer" &&i) . text = answe s. em [ i ) 
end repeat 




gPossiblePoin s = gPossiblePoints - 1 
showPossiblePoints 
end 
m mb r ( '' o· s i >l _ Poi n ") . x 
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end 
on showScore 
member(" core") .text=" core:"&&gScore 
end 
on clickAnswer n 
if n = gCorrectAnswer then 









gQuestionNum = gQuestionNum 
if gQuestionNum > member("Dal ") .text.line.coun h n 





5.5.7 Example odin For Radio Button 
property 0 M mb r, 0 Men~er, Sta e, pGroupList 
on p 0 yD c onL· m 
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list = [:] 
addProp list, #pOnMember, [#comment: "On Member",\ 
#format: #member, #default: ""] 
addProp list, #pOffMember, [#comment: "Off Member",\ 
#format: #member, #default: '"'] 
addProp list, #pState, [#comment: "Initial State",\ 
#format: #boolean, #default: FALSE] 
addProp list, #pGroupList, [#comment: "G oup List",\ 
#format: /Hist, #default: []] 
return list 
end 
on beginSprite me 
if pState then 
turnMeOn(me) 
end 
on mouseUp me 
turnMeOn(me) 
end 
on turnMeOn me 
pState =TRUE 
sprite(me.spriteNum) .member= pOnMember 
repeat with i in pGroupList 
if 1 <> me.spriteNum then 
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on turnMeOff me 
pState =FALSE 
sprite(me.spriteNum) .member= pOffMember 
end 
on selected me 
repeat with i in pGroupList 
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5.6 Interface 
In phase of implementation, creating icon and common interface is important. The 





Guon1ct.ri Koordinat Cartesan ~ 
flash banner 
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5. 7 Documentation 
Program documentation is considered to be the set of written descriptions that explain to 
a reader what the programs do and how they do it. Internal documentation is descriptive 
material written directly within the code all other documentation is external 
documentation. 
5.7.1 Internal Documentation 
The internal documentation contains information dir cted to someone who will be 
reading the source code of the program. Thus, summary information is provided to 
identify the program and describe its data structure , algorithms and control fl w. 
Usually, this information is placed at the beginning f each component in a et f 
comments called the header comment block. Th following information mu t include in 
header comment block. 
l. what component is called 
2. who wrote the component 
3. when the component was written and revised 
4. why the components exists 
5. how the compon nt uses its data structur , algorithm and control 
For example: 
Young Cheon Hoang 17/12/01 
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Besides, other internal documentation that used in this package includes other program 
comments, meaningful variable names and statement labels and formatting to enhance 
understanding. 
5. 7 .2 External Documentation 
External documentation is intended to be read also by those who may never look at the 
actual code. External documentation is part of the overall system documentation. In this 
project's external documentation, information that include are: describing the problem, 
describing the algorithms and describing the data. 
The main part of external documentation of this package is chapter 7 in this report, which 






















There are many types of testing technique. In order to judge the degree of success for this 
package, three types of testing technique had been carri d out. 
I. Unit Testing 
2. Integration Testing 
3. System Testing 
6.2 Unit Testing 
In unit tc ting, fir tly, code arc being read thr ugh l in) t 
syntax error . de r 1 w, 1 imilar t th r uir m nt n 
earlier chapter . 
t al 1 rithm , darn and 
The example shows below was a unit t ting on m ving r t an utt n t tin l. he 
desired result was the r b t will mo e according! t th rm u e 
pointer come near the button c mment nth butt n will aut maticall comes out. 
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Figure 6.1 xarnplc of unit testing 
6.3 Integration Testing 
When individual components are working correctly and meet objectives th y ar n v 
combining into a working system. This integration is planed and ordinat d that 
when a failure occurs, developer will have idea of what cau ed it. In addition th rd r in 
which components are tested affect choice of tc t ca e and t J • 
The system is again viewed as a hierarchy of components, where ach c mponent 
belongs to a. la or ol' the U Hi m, Th' into uation l ·stin 1 11s •d in 1his pr jcct wa t1 m- 
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system hierarchy is tested individua1ly first, Then, the next components to be tested are 
those that call the previously tested ones. The approach is followed repeatedly until all 
components are included in the testing 
Example of integration testing here is, when an user take note in the specific column, the 
note will automatically appear on another page; "Revisi Cepat . 
Figure 6.2 xample of integration te ting 
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Figure 6.3 Example of integration testing (cont 
6.4 System Testing 
As the entire system involved in testing processes from the b ginning, upon rnpleti n 
of the system it only required testing for the desired result or output. It did n tr quir an 
algorithms or syntax testing here. It would be very difficult t track thr ugh an 
algorithm or syntax errors at this stage. 
Usually, for the system testing purpose both the d veloper and a few xtemal re iewer 
are involved. 111 thi project, the external reviewers u .crs from ni er it Mal a had 
helped in system testin r. The reviewers' feedback and comment was anal ·i. and re ult 
are a followed. 
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6.4.1 Users' Testing Result 
The following chart shows users respond on question how they feel similarity of this 
package with the original course. There are total up three users agree and one user 
disagree out of ten users. 






jmYes oAlmost oNo l 
Figure 6.4 Pie Chart on System Testing Result 
Below is analysis result on how suitable did users feel this package replace curr nt 
teaching system. Jn conclusion, only one student v ry agrees with this statement and only 






















Very Agree Agree With 
Condition 
Degree of agree 
Not Agree 
Figure 6.5 How suitable thi oftwar r pla d current t a hing mat rial 
Some function that used for system testing are as llow d. 
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6.5 Conclusion 
After proceed all testing procedure, the system can now put to production after changes 
had done. Anyway, this would not the end of the development because it still needed for 
evaluate and future enhance. For this software package especially although all the testing 
was successfully done and the output had fulfill users' requirement, but it still need 
further develop. This will be discuss in next chapter in details . 
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CHAPTER 7 
EVALUATION AND CONCLUSION 
7.1 Introduction 
System evaluation is done to judge the degree of how this system fulfill users' 
requirement. Besides, evaluation process also aims to clarify system strength and 
weakness, list out problem encounter and suggestion for future enhancement. Thus 
evaluation process was done on the "Matematik Asas' software package. 
These areas will be delved into further details in the fo11owing sections. 
7.2 System Strengths 
7.2.1 keep the teaching material with latest teebnologies 
This software was developed by using combination f to ls Macr media Dir t r . , 
Lingo Script, Swish 2.0 and others latest technology. Thus, it kept teaching material with 
latest technology. 
7.2.2 User Friendliness 
This package employs Graphical User Ir.terface (GUI) to ensure the interface is attractive 
and easy to used. Thus the u er will have more understanding on their studies. Besides, 
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7 .2.3 Voice Reading 
In order to keep new technology in teaching material a lot of new tools and application 
included in the software. This may cause the software gave user impression that it is not 
formal. In order to make the software look formal, voice reading had add in to the 
package. 
Besides, voice reading also used for purposed to give instruction for user. As result, users 
need not to read instruction before using the any application or function. This idea was 
created to fulfill users' requirement from previous interview. 
7.2.4 Provide Easy Tools 
Another strength of the package is providing easy tools for user. In order to enable er 
taking notes, the package prepar d tools in helping u er to d ti t re i i n and taking 
notes. 
Moreover, easy tool also available when deliver content of the course. For example in 
chapter 2, after viewing the graph that prepared users may need to und rstan th 
different between graphs. Therefore, this package prepared such function to help user 
identify differential between these graph . 
7 .2.5 Idea of Examination Scope 
By involving in test and tutorial section, user would have idea on real examination scope 
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7.2.6 Educational Package in BM 
Many educational packages in market nowadays were using English as delivery language. 
Anyway this is not suitable to use for subject in University Malaya, because the content 
of the course are normally in Malay. Thus, by using Bahasa Malaysia as delivery 
language is a strength of this software. 
7.3 System Limitations 
7.3.1 Support Single User Environment 
This system could only support ingle u er envir nm nt. That m an it i n t uita l f r 
multi user to access this application at a time. 
7.3.2 tore additional note 
This package could allow u ers store. their n te . Any way thi fun ti n had it 
limitation, that is the space for additi n note i limit . Wh n th 
could not store any more notes. 
u r 
7.3.3 Not Keeping User's Record 
Another limitation for this software i thi package wa n t a I t k pt u r previous 
record r performance. Alth ugh thi c n ider an imp rtant point in de eloping 
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7.3.4 Not Include All Topics 
This project had only included two chapters of the "Matematik Asas" but not all chapters. 
Moreover, not all details are included in the two chapters. In other words, in chapter 1 
and chapter 2, not all contents included and questions also not completely added in. 
7.4 Problem Encountered and Solution 
7.4.1 Size of File 
In general, developing an educational software package needed to includ as much 
graphical items and multimedia eff ct . An way thi may au e pr 1 m de el er 
who develops at own place or without writer. 
Although mo t of the graphi , i n and pi tur ar 
file was still too big to save in few diskette . 
f rmat th r th 
The only solution is getting a CD writer. 
7.4.2 oding Problem 
New development language and unfamiliar d pm nt s ftware n d rim to learn. 
Learning need time, moreov r, t fully ma c u f it f atur s n d more time. Thus, 
this process pends orne time during dcvel pment peri d. In erall effect, it slows 
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In addition, inflexible tools in Lingo Script and Macromedia Director cause problems 
during development. Example of problem faced is Macromedia Director 8.0 only allowed 
undo once. This burden development phase cause developer has to check every step to 
make sure only one step cause error. 
The solution was do referred to materials such as books articles, internet and alwa s get 
advice from expert and supervisor. Besides, some web site offer suggestion and idea for 
developer such as http://www. perts-exchange. om h.:.:..t::.:.tpi:.::.:.:..//.:.:..m.:.::a:.:.c.:..::r :. .===~ 
7.4.3 Target User 
As earlier defined, this educational package wa devel pcd for u er in um ersity. 
Different from students from kindergarten or primary tudent un r raduatc in 
univer ity had more mature thinking and different taste. 
The package should not full c lorful pictures and funn und 
application need to add in to the package as user may r quired more functi n than l r 
interface. 
In order to solve this problem, res arch and int rview targ t us r had to b don . 
Moreover get uggesti n fr m up rvi r al help t underg this problem . 
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7.4.4 Complexity of Content 
There are total up seven chapters in real "Matematik Asas" syllabus. In this package, 
developer only includes two chapters. This is due to the complexity of the syllabus. Most 
of the content needs writing whereas calculation actually takes small parts. Thus, is not 
suitable to conduct tutorial and test by using multiple-choice questions. 
The solution of this problem was get advice from lecturer in-charge of this course. 
7.5 Future Enhancement 
A useful system would not complete develop for lifetime. elow are me ugge ti n 
from users and developer to further nhanc the packag . 
7.5.1 Cover More Features 
This package could include more advanced features like err r dct ti n feature . Th 
feature should be able to detect error that cause by user. In oth r v rd 
selection or not following instruction , system h uld abl t d t t and furth rm re tell 
the user to pr cecd in actual mann r. 
Besides, enable to answer students' qucsti n . hi could b done in the way such as help 
file in other application where u r can ear h ntent t l k f r inf rmati 11 that desired. 
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7.5.2 Record on Students' Performance 
Previously, this functionality was considered very important and useful for users. Thus, 
in future enhancement, this function should put higher priority. This function should 
include saving student's previous record and manipulate it to make it useful for student 
like statistics. 
Comparison also could be done for students. In other words, higher marks students in test 
and tutorial could put their name at t pp rf rrnan c 1i t. 
7.5.3 Enhancement on Tutorial and Test 
In current software, only multiple-choice que tion included in tut rial nd te t. In futur 
enhancement, tutorial and test should involve more variet f que tion . iall 
questions that need idea f tudcnt and pr en f the ry. 
This may look more familiar to students and the ty of qu ti n rn r lik l am' 
with the real examinations. 
7.5.4 Voice Delivery Course 
In the package, voice and sound nly serve as backgr und support and giving instructi ns. 
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7.5.5 High-light Pen 
In this software, developer had added in tools to enable user taking notes for fast revision. 
Anyway, this could be enhancing to way like highlight pen. When user use the tools and 
passed through the notes, the notes should be high lighted with color. Moreover, user 
could select different color. 
7 .6 Conclusion 
The "Matematik Asas" educational software package was developed t fulfill 
requirement as teaching material for "Maternatik A a . Th pr duct h uld e able t 
deliver the course in attractive and efficient way that inv l e multimedia a pli ati n. 
This package has completed it mi ion in cnhan ing the urrcnt du ari n I t m t 
computerized system. Many new and advanced feature had add d in thi 
implement new cone pt in delivery lecture and appl n tud in . 
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Gender: Male I Female 
Faculty:------------ 
1. Do you surf internet or access internet? 
D Yes 
D No 
2. How much time do you spend on computer every week? 
D Less than 2 hour 
O Between 2 to 4 hours 
D Between 4 to 6 hours 
O More than 6 hours 
3. Have you ever expose to educational software in the mark t? 
O Yes 
O No 
4. What are your commend about the existing educational software? 
(You may choose more than one option) 
o Good 
O Nocommend 
O Not interesting at all 
5. Which type of educational oftware you prefer? 
o on-line educational package 
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6. What is your opinion regarding the teaching style of mathematics in school? 
D Very good 
D Good 
D Average 
0 Below average 
D Terrible 
7. Do you interested to learn mathematics via computer software? 
D Yes 
D No 






9. Which type of educational s ftware d y u think i m r uit l le f r higher 
mathematics? 
O Games base 
O Formal way with more explanation and exercises 
O Interactive base (more on questi n and ansv er cti n 
O More graphic less word 
O Other: ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
10. What kind of learning do you think i m re uitabl f r higher mathematics? 
O Attitude learning (indirect e.g. game ) 
O Motor skill (movcm nt e. . m u e click) 
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O Cognitive strategies (problem solving) 
O Verbal information (state, explain, tutorial) 
o Intellectual skills (identify, demonstrate problem and solving) 
11. What skill do you emphasize on educational software? 





12. Suggest some features or section to higher-level mathematics software. 
13. Do you think that u ing c mputer as method f teaching will em re int ire tin 
compare to manpower? Why? 
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User Testing Feedback 
Name 
Age 
Gender: Male I Female 
Faculty:------------ 
l. Did you attend course "Matematik Asas" before? 
o Yes 
O No 
2. Have you ever expose to educational software from web site? 
o Yes 
O No 
Question on testin sy tern 
3. Are the instruction given ea y to und rstand? 
O Yes 
O No 
4. You can understand the contents of the s ftware. ow far do y u agree thi 
statement? 
O Very agree 
o Agree 
O Fair 
O Need further explanation 
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6. In the tutorial, how many points did you earn? What is your comment on the 
tutorial? 
0 Less than 2000 
0 2000 - 3000 
0 3000 - 4000 
0 Above 4000 
0 Comment: 





8. What is your comment on the system functionality especially function to take 
notes and voice instruction? 
0 Very good 
0 ood 
0 Fair 
0 Not good 
uggestion: 
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9. What are your commend about the this educational software? 
O Good 
D Fair 
o Not interesting at all 
10. Do you think this software can be used as teaching material replacing current 
teaching style in university? 
D Very agree 
D Agree 
D With certain condition 
D Not agree 
13. Do you any good idea in order to enhance this software? 
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User Manual 
Introduction 
User manual is important and useful for various users to use the system and in this case 
using this software. For this educational package, this user manual consists of guidelines 
for all types of users. By end of this user manual, user will able to fully use the software. 
Hardware and Software Required 
• Microsoft Window 98 and above; 
• Pentium II 400 MHz processor· 
• 256MBRAM· , 
• Hard disk with more than 15MB free pace 
Getting Started 
As user startup the software by installing the CD into system, user could s e interface 
shown, then user could click on the "GO" button to proceed to overview. 
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:',·--1_:·· .·=: · .. -- · · l!l[i'JEI 
Figure 1 Introduction page 
After this user could log in to the system by entering name. 
Figur 2 og in int rfac 
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From overview, user had few options. User could proceed to: 
• Chapter 1 : Fungsi or sub title under this chapter 
• Chapter 2: Geometri Koordinat Cartesan or sub title under this chapter 
• Tutorial 
• Test 
By just clicking on the option desire, user could proceed to the page. 
Figure 3 Overview 
For first selection, if user had chosen to start from chapter 1 oice in truction v ill b 
given. A robot as teaching agent will moves together with contents in chapter 1. After the 
content finish typed out, user can insert notes in the space that prepared. User could type 
in the notes or use method copy and pa tc from the notes provided. 
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Figure 4 hapter 1: -ung i 
The notes will save in another interface so that u er uld ha e fa t re 
examination period. 
l• i iurc E pr 'S ' Re n 
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From chapter 1, user also could proceed to tutorial. In this section, voice instruction will 
be given. User just needs to follow the proper way to finish the tutorial. This tutorial 
could consider a game based tutorial and is full of fun. 
•igurc 6 Tutorial 
For chapter 2: Geornetri Koordinat arte an, thi r 
could select graph that need to learn and the ample graph will appear in th rniddl ~ f 
the interface. 
Further more, user could click on the button n xt to th graph for furth r explanati n. 
User may feel confu e on s man diff rent t p gr ph r us r ma n d t 
understand the different between graph . In ord ·r to ompar graphs, u er could select 
plain d. 
The followin ) interface shows all th .sc: 
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Figure 7 hapter 2: ornetri K ordinat arte an 
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Finally, when user tries to answer questions from test section, user had multiple-choice 
questions waiting to answer. Sometimes, user may need to change previous answer after 
reading question at the back. Thus, the software prepared these facilities to let user back 
to previous question to do changes. 
The interface for test looks this way. 
Figure 9 Test 
From the interface user could el ct Next an t 
let user determine whenever felt satisfied with answer nl quit thi 
After proceeding all appli ati n r int rfa c, u er c uld it th 
interface will how. 
t m and th following 
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Figure I 0 The ending interface for this software 
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